VISITOR PARKING DIRECTIONS
DEVOS CENTER FOR INTERPROFESSIONAL HEALTH (DCIH)

Access to the visitor parking area in the DCIH parking garage is off Michigan Street at Prospect Ave NE (enter onto Prospect Ave NE off of Michigan—there is a light at Prospect by the Laker Line bus stop).

Follow the signs for guest/visitor parking (Prospect is the drive that is used to enter the Spectrum Health/GV parking ramp as well as GVSU visitor parking).

Make a left turn into the visitor parking lot just prior to the ramp entrance.

The booth attendant is available to help with any questions. If arrangements were made for pass at booth, provide your name and event information, or if you were mailed a parking permit, place parking permit on dashboard.

Park in the first part of the parking lot where you will enter the DCIH building on the “M” level.

Take the elevator/or stairs to first floor.

Room 104 is to the left as you exit the elevators or right from the stairwell.
Follow the directions below or click on the Customized Directions button to build customized directions from your location:

Customized Directions

GVSU Health Campus Parking Map